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RST Discourse Parse Tree
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Elementary Discourse Unit(EDU)



RST Discourse Parse Tree

• PTB：about 40,000 sentences 

• RST-DT：about 400 documents 

So we introduce unsupervised or semi-supervised methods.
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RST Discourse Parse Tree
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•Problem：EDUs are infinity in   
                 number.  
  Solution：Clustering

•Problem：The time complexity  
                 of the Eisner  
                 algorithm is 。 
  Solution：Hierarchical Eisner  
                 Algorithm

O(n3)

Syntax Parsing  Discourse Parsing→



Syntax Parsing  Discourse Parsing→
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The average length of 
sentences in PTB is 
about 25. 

The average number 
of EDU in a document 
in RST-DT is about 
55.

•Problem：EDUs are infinity in   
                 number.  
  Solution：Clustering

•Problem：The time complexity  
                 of the Eisner  
                 algorithm is 。 
  Solution：Hierarchical Eisner  
                 Algorithm

O(n3)



Hierarchical Constraint
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THE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD'S coming rule on 
disclosure involving financial instruments will be effective for financial 
statements with fiscal years ending after June 15, 1990. The date was 
misstated in Friday's edition.  
(See: "FASB Plans Rule on Financial Risk of Instruments" --WSJ Oct. 27, 

1989) 
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Sentence Sentence Sentence

Paragraph Paragraph

•Intra-sentence 

•Intra-paragraph 

•Intra-document

Solution：Hierarchical Eisner Algorithm



Hierarchical Eisner Algorithm
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Time complexity: O(n2
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Unsupervised Dependency Parsing Method
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Neural CRF Autoencoder (NCRFAE): A Discriminative model 

Variational Variant of DNDMV (V-DNDMV): A Generative model

Adaption： 

• Clustering EDU. 

• Parsing with Hierarchical Eisner Algorighm.



Experiment: Data & Baseline
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Data 

• RST-DT: Wall Street Journal articles manually annotated with RST 
structures。We use the method proposed by Li et al. (2014) to 
convert the RST structure samples into dependency structures. 

• SciDTB: scientific abstracts from ACL Anthology annotated with 
dependency structures.

Baseline 

Unsupervised： 

• RB_RB_RB: rule based method. It generates a left to right chain  
structure at the sentence, paragraph and document levels, 
respectively. 

• NISHIDA20: neural model for unsupervised discourse constituency 
parsing proposed by Nishida and Nakayama (2020). 

Supervised：NIVRE04, Li14, WANG17, …



Result: Unsup. & Sup.
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Unsupervised discourse dependency 
parsing results on RST-DT and 
SciDTB. The evaluation metric is the 
Unlabeled Attachment Score (UAS).

Supervised discourse dependency 
parsing results on RST-DT and SciDTB. 
The UAS is Unlabeled Attachment 
Score and LAS is Labeled Attachment 
Score.



Result: Semi-sup.
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Semi-supervised discourse dependency parsing results on 
SciDTB. The V-DNDMV-S and NCRFAE-S mean these two 
model are trained on labeled data only. The x-axis represents 
the ratio of labeled/unlabeled data used for training. The y-
axis represents the UAS score.



Analysis: Hierarchical Eisner
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(a) Time (b) Space

Analysis of time and space cost in running our 
hierarchical Eisner and traditional Eisner algorithm 
on RST-DT dataset against document length.



Conclusion
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We propose a method to adapt unsupervised syntactic parsing 
methods for discourse dependency parsing.  

• We cluster the EDU to produce clusters resembling POS 
tags.  

• We modify the Eisner algorithm used for finding the optimal 
parse tree with hierarchical constraint. 

We apply the adaptations to two unsupervised syntactic 
dependency parsing methods.  Experimental results show it 
works well.


